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HEFCE consultation on Future Approaches to Quality Assessment 
 
 
Summary 
 
The purpose of this paper is to inform Senate of the HEFCE consultation on Future 
Approaches to Quality Assessment. 
 
Institutions are invited to respond to the consultation by 18th September. A small working 
group of Senate will be established to review the consultation and input to the institutional 
response. 
 
One action required.  
 
 
Recommended Action 
 
Senate is asked to note the report. 
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HEFCE consultation on Future Approaches to Quality Assessment in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland – June 2015 (HEFCE 2015/11) 

Context 

On Monday 29th June, HEFCE published a consultation document proposing changes to the future 
approaches for quality assessment. The Higher Education landscape has and continues to change 
with a more market-driven environment, the opening up of the Higher Education system to new 
types of provision and providers and the increasing focus on transparency and integrity of what is a 
Higher Education course and experience. The consultation follows extensive discussion with the 
sector during the past few months.   

The full consultation document is published at http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2015/201511/  

Key Proposals 

1. The ending of the cyclical Institutional Review process carried out by the QAA approximately 
every 5-6 years.  
 

2. Using student outcomes data (rather than institutional processes) in quality assessment and 
assurance activity to make the system relevant to stakeholders. Outcomes data includes 
information we submit to HESA, NSS, DLHE as well as those data we generate internally. 
Each institution’s analysis would reflect on the quality of the student outcomes and the 
learning and teaching experience that is delivering these, as well as the framework within 
which continuous improvement activities could be planned and monitored. Trends would 
also be captured and discussed in the annual meeting with HEFCE.  
 

3. Annual returns will be made to HEFCE who will also conduct five-yearly reviews to check the 
evidence and processes used to produce the annual statements.  
 

4. Bringing together subject communities to compare their students’ work in order to improve 
comparability and consistency.  
 

5. Proposals to develop guidance on degree classification algorithms at the pass/fail and 2i/2ii 
borderlines.  
 

6. Strengthen the ‘professionalism’ and ‘modernisation’ of the external examining system, 
including through additional national training and establishment of a register.  
 

7. Increasing the role and accountability of the governing body (in our case, Council) to: 
 

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2015/201511/


(i) Receive and discuss a report and accompanying action plan relating to the student 
academic experience and student outcomes including evidence from the University’s 
own review processes which fully involve students. 

(ii) Receive the outcomes of continuous improvement activity in relation to learning and 
teaching and challenge the executive where necessary.  

(iii) Ensure the data and evidence used as the basis to improve the student academic 
experience and student outcomes are robust and appropriate.  

Implications 

If implemented, these proposals are a significant shift in the approach to quality assessment in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland (Scotland has its own system). Overall, the proposals suggest 
the potential abolition of the QAA. However, this is replaced by a more direct relationship and 
accountability between a university and HEFCE thereby highlighting the focus being placed on 
quality of provision and value for money. On balance, the proposal does not necessarily lighten the 
burden on institutions or offer any greater flexibility but places a greater responsibility to get things 
right. That approach is probably appropriate. However, the increased accountability of the governing 
body would likely require us to review the role of Senate and its sub-committees to enable full 
assurance to be given to Council, as well as changing some of our internal management processes.  

The proposals also highlight other implications which will be important to consider. For example, 
would a more nationally hands-on approach to the External Examiner system (something which to 
date has been autonomous within institutions) be beneficial? Will it impact on the pool of 
candidates willing to participate as Examiners? Is it practical for subject communities to come 
together to review students’ work? Are we content to move to a position where algorithms for 
degree classifications are potentially set nationally?  

Institutions are invited to respond to the consultation by 18th September. In discussion with the Vice-
Chancellor, it has been agreed that we will establish a small working group of Senate to review the 
consultation and input to our institutional response. The proposed composition is: 

• Two members of Senate (one BoS Chair, one elected) 
• Student representation from the Students’ Union (for the SU to determine) 
• Two members of Education & Student Committee  
• Two members of Validation and Institutional Partnerships Committee  
• Graduate School Committee representation 
• Assistant Director, Student and Academic Services (coordinator) 
• University Secretary  

It is likely to be challenging to convene the group physically during the summer period so it is 
envisaged that much of the discussion will occur electronically. The group will share the proposed 
response with Senate members electronically prior to submission to HEFCE.  

Susannah Marsden 
Director, Student and Academic Services 
1st July 2015  


